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Abstract: The stability of small fractal graphene models with two different symmetries and Fe atoms
at their mixed edges is addressed by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Four kinds of
edge configurations and Fe atom localizations are determined depending on the model. The edges
have mixed configuration, the zig-zag and “intra-zig-zag” in symmetrical structures and armchair
and zig-zag type in the architectures with rotational symmetry. The rotational symmetry graphene
exhibits slightly higher stability per carbon atom compared to the symmetrical model, while the
localization of Fe atoms is more favorable at armchair and “inversed zigzag” than at zigzag type
carbon termination. Larger graphene structures with rotational symmetry were observed previously
via experimental cutting of graphene with Fe nanoparticles (NPs).
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1. Introduction

Graphene can be seen as a polymer of benzenoids. The classical approach in organic
chemistry recognizes two principal types of benzenoid terminations, zigzag and arm-chair
(or their combination), which are called edges in the case of graphene nanoribbons and
other larger graphene and graphite based structures [1–4]. Together with a development of
graphite based materials and recently graphene nanomaterials, the additional type of edges
such as extended Klein edges could be distinguished and investigated [5,6]. For instance,
more stable than fully hydrogenated zigzag edge are the hydrogenated or reconstructed
Klein edges [7]. At the microscopic scale, the chiral termination was obtained via plasma
etching confirmed via first principle calculations [8]. The hydrogen atoms are usually used
to complete dangling edges bonds in theoretical prediction and in ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
experiments but free edges could be observed as well in vacuum [8,9]. Other substituents
such as COOH or OH groups were also investigated [10,11].

Different techniques were used over the last decade to study graphite and graphene
edges structure, stability and properties [1,12,13]. Initially graphite strips [5] and later
graphene nanoribbons (GNR) are mostly studied for these purposes as structures with 1D
dimension and edge structure dependent properties [14]. GNR or 2D sheets can be synthe-
sized via organic approaches, or obtained via cutting of other carbon nanomaterials such
as graphene, few layer graphene (FLG) or carbon nanotubes (CNT). The preferential edges
conformations, i.e., zigzag and arm-chair, are due to the energetically preferential cutting
directions <1120> and <1010> with angle of 60◦, 120◦ and 30◦ and 90◦, respectively [15–18].
Rarely, the mixed edges are observed as a result of the cutting angle modification to 45◦,
15◦ [19,20]. The mentioned carbon nanostructures represent Euclidean, integer dimensions:
1D, 2D. In the same context the straight and smooth 1D edges are present in these structures
at the nanoscale. Scarce examples deal with the cutting or synthesis of the structures with
fractal dimension [21–23].

Generally, the edges are considered as linear defects of conjugated C=C lattice of
graphene [24,25]. Beside magnetic, electronic or optical intrinsic properties related to the edge
type, the edge defects are active/reactive sites due to the unsaturated carbon atoms. They are
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beneficial for many purposes and often intentionally introduced [25–29]. One of the benefits
is a stabilization of a metal phase, for instance, for catalytic applications [24,25,30].

Single metal atom catalysts have recently been proposed as a means to maximize
catalytic efficiency [31]. In view of CNT synthesis, Zhao et al. studied an individual
iron atom diffusing along the graphene edge removing or adding carbon atoms. The
experimental observations of single Fe atom behavior were in excellent agreement with
supporting DFT calculations [32].

It was shown earlier by us that the Fe-catalytic cutting of FLG under specific conditions
can provide graphene flakes with jaggy edges [23]. The obtained FLG sheets as well as
their edges were described as high order fractal structures according to the hierarchical
multifractal nature of graphene [33]. The obtained fractal jagged edges are translated to the
enhanced density of defects and consequently of active, reactive sites.

Here we investigate via DFT calculations the stabilization of Fe atoms over the edges of
model graphene structures with low fractal order (n = 2) which are formed via two different
arrangements of the benzenoid/coronene units.

2. Materials and Methods

The DFT total energy calculations were applied for two free-terminated graphene
systems (Mix-(1), Mix-(2)) and four Fe-graphene systems (Fe-Mix-(1), Fe-Mix(2)). The
calculations were carried out with semi-local XC parameter Perdew–Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE)) functional using GPAW software. Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) quasi-
Newton method was used for optimization of the structures. The unit cell was built by
44 and 46 atoms (or 44 + 1 and 46 + 1 atoms) for rotational and symmetric structures,
respectively. The principal set contains plane waves with energy cutoff of 400 eV. The
vacuum cell box of 25 × 25 × 12 Å in x × y × z directions was fixed for simulation. Due
to the fact that C is a light atom and only one heteroatom (Fe) is added in the simulated
systems, the relativistic effects are non-considered.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 is a schema of the smallest graphene models, where benzenoid unit/coronene
(n = 1) grows in a fractal manner into two kinds of architectures. The perfect symmetry
(Figure 1a) and rotational symmetry (19.1◦) architectures (Figure 1b) are formed due to the
different arrangement of coronene [23]. The previous experimental part that consisted of
catalytic etching of FLG with Fe NPs provided the FLG with jaggy, fractal edges mostly
characterized by rotational symmetry. Such edges were observed via transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) as re-illustrated in Figure 1.

The theoretical investigation was performed for two benzenoid unit parts of two fractal
architectures with order n = 2, named Mix (1) and Mix (2). Mix (1) with a symmetric
arrangement includes 46 C atoms and Mix (2) includes 44 C atoms in a rotational symmetry
system, Figure 2. Mix: corresponding to the mixed edges in each model.

Due to the fact that previous experimental etching was carried out under a bimodal
atmosphere (oxidative and reductive) and the edges termination was not determined, the
edges are free-terminated in the present simulations.

The geometry optimization was performed using BFGS quasi-Newton method [34,35]
to generate the total energy of the systems Mix (1) and Mix (2). Taking into account the
energy values (Figure 2), Mix (1) system exhibits the lowest total energy. The calculation
of the energy per C atom in the two systems, however, exposes slightly lower energy for
system Mix (2), i.e., −8.13 vs. −8.11 eV for Mix (1). The preferential rotary symmetry is
somehow in agreement with the hierarchical multifractal nature of graphene characterized
by this rotational symmetry as mentioned above [33], and observed experimental data for
larger systems [23].
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Figure 1. The models of graphene formed from coronene growing in a fractal manner with two sym-
metries: (a) symmetric and (b) rotational symmetry (19.1°) [23] (The models are drawn by 
ChemDraw; all C atoms have sp2 hybridization). The TEM micrograph shows jaggy non-integer 
dimension graphene edges with rotational symmetry.  

The theoretical investigation was performed for two benzenoid unit parts of two frac-
tal architectures with order n = 2, named Mix (1) and Mix (2). Mix (1) with a symmetric 
arrangement includes 46 C atoms and Mix (2) includes 44 C atoms in a rotational sym-
metry system, Figure 2. Mix: corresponding to the mixed edges in each model. 

 
Figure 2. Schemes of the two systems studied using DFT method: (a) Mix (1) as a mixture of Zig-
zag and intra-Zig-zag edges with 46 atoms of carbon, and (b) Mix (2) as a mixture of Zig-zag and 
Armchair with 44 atoms of carbon. The free and fixed atoms were configurated as shown via grey 
coloring. The total energy and energy per C atom calculated for two graphene models. 

(a): Mix (1) (b): Mix (2)

C46, dC-C= 1.4 Å
E= -373.0 eV
E/C atom = -8.11 eV

C44, dC-C= 1.4 Å
E= -357.7 eV
E/C atom = -8.13 eV

Figure 1. The models of graphene formed from coronene growing in a fractal manner with two sym-
metries: (a) symmetric and (b) rotational symmetry (19.1◦) [23] (The models are drawn by Chem-
Draw; all C atoms have sp2 hybridization). The TEM micrograph shows jaggy non-integer dimension
graphene edges with rotational symmetry.
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Figure 2. Schemes of the two systems studied using DFT method: (a) Mix (1) as a mixture of Zig-
zag and intra-Zig-zag edges with 46 atoms of carbon, and (b) Mix (2) as a mixture of Zig-zag and
Armchair with 44 atoms of carbon. The free and fixed atoms were configurated as shown via grey
coloring. The total energy and energy per C atom calculated for two graphene models.

Four types of edge terminations in Mix (1) and Mix (2) were determined as Zig-zag,
“intra-Zig-zag”, Armchair and Zig-zag-bis. Concerning the systems with iron, Fe-Mix (1)
and Fe-Mix (2), two different positions of Fe atoms were considered for each C system
displaying the distance between Fe and carbon atoms at the specific position, Figure 3.
The energy curves are the functionals of distance d. The two systems with zigzag edge
type in Mix (1) and Mix (2) called here Fe/Zig-zag and Fe/Zig-zag-bis show very similar
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behavior with the minimum energy at the same distance d, ~1.9 Å. In addition, according
to symmetry reasons, the distances between the Fe atom and neighboring carbon atoms, d’
and d”, vary slightly except Fe/intra-Zig-zag system.

Figure 3. Schema of four systems including Fe-M(1) (a) and Fe-M(2) (b) with different positions of
the Fe atoms studied with DFT method and the corresponding energy variation curves.

The lowest total adsorption energy for an Fe atom at graphene edges was found in the
Fe/Armchair configuration at the distance d = 2.4 Å. This is somehow in agreement with
previous experimental work, where FLG flakes with fractal jagged edges decorated by Fe
NPs obtained via catalytic cutting had mostly rotational symmetry. Concerning the energy
gain, if compared to the isolated systems it decreases in the order: −6.2, −5.5, −3.9, −3.8 eV
for Fe/intra-Zig-zag, Fe/Armchair, Fe/Zigzag, Fe/Zig-zag-bis, respectively (energy of Fe
atom = −1.22 eV). The energy gain (∆ Eint) was computed as: ∆ Eint (FeC) = E (FeC) − E (C)
− E(Fe), with the considered chemical system in the parenthesis.

Likewise, Fe/intra-Zig-zag exhibits two minima of total energy due to the theoretically
potential of two localizations of Fe atoms (inner and outer) as shown in Figure 4. The
energy curve shows that the position 1 at 1.6 Å is, however, impossible, being much more
energy demanding than the separated Fe, C systems.
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4. Conclusions

The DFT calculations concerned the stability of Fe atoms at the edges of graphene
structures representing small fractal models with perfect and rotational symmetry. The Fe
free systems exhibit similar energy value per atom with a slight preference towards rota-
tional symmetry. Four localizations of Fe atoms at the edges were determined depending
on the edges’ geometry: Fe/intra-Zig-zag, Fe/Zig-zag, Fe/Armchair and Fe/Zig-zag-bis.
The system with Fe atoms localized at armchair edges in rotational symmetry structures
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shows the lowest total energy. The data are useful for the further investigations of binding
type in single metal atom catalyst-graphene support systems.
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